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Oxford University Press Inc. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW PRINT ON DEMAND.,
Islam and the Problem of Black Suffering, Sherman A. Jackson, In his controversial 1973 book, Is
God a White Racist?, William R. Jones sharply criticized black theologians for their agnostic
approach to black suffering, noting that the doctrine of an ominibenevolent God poses very
significant problems for a perennially oppressed community. He proposed a "humanocentric
theism" which denies God's sovereignty over human history and imputes autonomous agency to
humans. By rendering humans alone responsible for moral evil, Jones's theology freed blacks to
revolt against the evil of oppression without revolting against God. Sherman Jackson now places
Jones's argument in conversation with the classical schools of Islamic theology. The problem
confronting the black community is not simply proving that God exists, says Jackson. The problem,
rather, is establishing that God cares. No religious expression that fails to tackle the problem of
black suffering can hope to enjoy a durable tenure in the black community. For the Muslim,
therefore, it is essential to find a Quranic/Islamic grounding for the protest-oriented agenda of
black religion. That is the task Jackson undertakes in this pathbreaking work. Jackson's previous
book, Islam and...
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This book is great. It is writter in simple words and not difficult to understand. I discovered this pdf from my dad and i suggested this ebook to find out.
-- Prof. Webster Barrows-- Prof. Webster Barrows

This ebook is fantastic. We have read and i also am confident that i am going to going to read through again yet again in the future. I am easily can get a
pleasure of reading a published ebook.
-- Heloise Dare-- Heloise Dare
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